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W, Arthur Lewis concludes his theoretical essay, "irconomlc Develop-
ment with Unlimited Supplies of Labor," with the following paragraph:
In the classical world all countries have surplus labor.
In the neo-classical world labor is scarce in all countries.
In the real world, however, countries which achieve labor
scarcity continue to be surrounded by others which have
abundant labor. Instead of concentrating on one country,
and examining the expansion of its capitalist sector, we
. . . have to see this country as part of the expanding capi-
talist sector of the world cconoTiy as a whole, and to enquire
how the distributi oii of income inside the country and its
rate of capital accumulation, are affected by the fact that
there is abundant labor available elsewhere at a subsistence
wage , . .*
This paper will comply with Lewis* injunction and will attempt to
analyze the economic expansion of the Commonwealth of Australia as it
has been affected by a labor supply largely drawn from outside its own
national territory. Further, the analysis will be focused in such a way
as to illuminate the imminence of an important sociological decision--
whether or not to liberalize the traditional policy concerning the im-
migration of non-Europeans
o
Australian expansion will be shown to be superimposed over and de-
pendent upon the steady influx of alien labor factors, and, in the light
of ever decreasing European labor surpluses, the question will be asked,
"What price growth?"
* W« Arthur Lewis, "Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of
Labor," Studies in Economic Development , Okun and Richardson, ed. (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 196ii), pp. 279-302.
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I. ECONOMIC GROw'TK IN AUSTRALIA
a) The Applicable Model
The Lewis model says that if unlimited supplies of labor arc avail-
able at a constant real wage, and if any part of profits is reinvested
in productive capacity, profits will grow continuously relatively to the
national income, and capital formation will also grow relatively to the
national income. In addition, much new capital can be created without
reducing the output of consumer goods, provided the labor supply is suf-
ficient (i.e., roads, viaducts, irrigation channels, etc.). This process
of growth will continue, according to Lewis, until capital accumulation
has caught up with population and the surplus labor supply is exhausted,
or until real wages rise so high as to reduce capitalists' profits to the
level at which profits are all consumed and there is no net investment.
The first cause of growth termination is obvious and needs no further ex-
planation, but, in order to illustrate the second cause of termination,
Lewis defined two sectors within the economy; the capitalist sector (which
uses reproducible capital and pays capitalists for the use thereof -- i. e.
,
"industry") and the subsistence sector (which does not use reproducible
capital and whose output per head is therefore lower--being "unfructif ied"--
than the capitalist sector). Lewis sees the subsistence sector being
analogus to "agriculture" and as providing the source of labor for the
capitalist sector as factors are enticed from the farm by a higher real
wage above the subsistence level. It is the various interactions between
these two sectors which Lewis warns may curtail growth through raising real




a) absolute reduction in the number of people In the subsistence sector
caused by too rapid accumulation of capital, b) terms of trade between the
sectors becoming adverse for the capitalist sector, c) increased pro-
ductivity within the subsistence sector, and, d) demands for real wage
increases from strong labor unions within the capitalist sector due to
the acquiring of more expensive tastes.
At first glance, Australia hardly seems readily adaptable to the
disciplines of Mr. Lewis and his model. <\ nation of only slightly more
than eleven million people, Australia has maintained approvliT,ately the
same number of human factors (600,000) engaged in agriculture since the
turn of the century. The income of this portion rf the population is,
and nearly always has been, at least on par with those engaged in industry--
and hence there is no native subsistence secotr (in Lewis' terms) and no
indigenous source of "unlimited supplies of labor." However, there is, and
always has been, "abundant labor available elsewhere at a subsistence wage"
in the form of men and women in Europe and other lands who see in Australia
a place where they can obtain a higher real income, a better standard of
living, a safe refuge, or some combination of all three, and are thus en-
ticed as migrants, Lewis' subsistence sector is then, in the case of
Australia, such other parts of the world wherein human factors receive less
for their labors than the Australian economy is prepared to give. In terms
of labor skills this means that in lieu of time lost and funds expended in
educating and training people in their progression from one sector ("farm")
to the other ("factory") the migrant labor that is constantly injected
into the Australian capitalist sector comes already prepared with educa-
tioHySkills, and training representing investment by other nations in the
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•'subsiscence sector at large."
The application of the Lewis model to the Australian economy, the in-
teractions between the capitalist sector and the subsistence sector (in
the international sense of the terra), and the threats posed by the causes
of growth termination will be developed throughout this paper.
b) Growth Before 1945
Australia, at the time of its definitive discovery by Captain Cook
(1770) was unique among large inhabitable land masses (2,974,581 square
miles) in that it was almost completely uninhabited (except for a scarce
350,000 aboriginals). For well over a hundred years the continent was
looked upon by its sovereigns in London as simply a place to exile con-
victs (until 1S40) and to absorb the human surplus of the British Isles,
The economy of Australia developed along the path of least resistance and
the land became a sheep pasture for the British Empire. By 1850, Aus-
tralian flocks were supplying more than half of Britain's wool, and the
Australian pep^le—the shepherds--were in return being supplied with their
necessities by Britain's factories. In terms of Empire economics Australia
was "progressing" perfectly as a reasonably well behaved source of easily
obtainable raw materials and as a growing consumer of British finished
goods. In terms of Empire defense Australia was only one of many far
flung colonies that were amply protected by the invincible Navy and so,
there was little or no incentive for any radical steps toward either popu-
lation or industrial expansion. However, the discovery of gold in 1851,
Suddenly and dramatically propelled Australia out of its pastoral doldrums
and changed the order of magnitude of its potential for growth. Within

ten years (1851-18&1) popul.ition r,rcw from ^05,000 to 1,163, 000 anvi the
structure of society began to c'aangc. The new demand for food made total
importation Impractical and so nn ap.r Icultural sector took root. By 1870
Australian wheat bad displaced Ni-nerlcan wheat in the Australian market and
by 1880 it had surpassed the share of Canadian wheat in the British market.
But still, any kind of a manufacturing sector that might contribute to
capital formation was yet to be born. Indeed, the "strong and well or-
ganized" unions that began at that time to establish a tradition of labor
arrop,ance in Australia were in fact unions of miners, seamen, and sheep
shearers. By the time the several colonies on the continent were federated
into the Commonwealth of Australia (1900), a steel rolling mill, an open
hearth furnace, and an electrical apparatus factory had been accumulated,
but the status of almost total dependence on the rest of the Empire was
2
hardly changed.
World War I provided the incentive for the development of a viable
manufacturing sector. Not only was Australia suddenly isolated from Britain
and British goods by the latter's preoccupation with the war but there was
also a sudden demand for war materials that could be manufactured locally
with the potential at hand. Textile and clothing industries were followed
by food processing, chemicals, shipbuilding, and communications equipment
factories. By the war's end Australian industry accounted for 207« of the
total work force of 1,880,000 (of a population of approximately 4.5 million)
For an excellent survey of Australia's early years see C« Hartley
Grattan, ed.. Austral ia (Derkeley: University of California Press,
1947).
2 Industrial Oeve lo
|
;r?ent in Australia (San Francisco: International
Industrial Development Conference, 1957), p» 10.
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and had firmly established Itself within the national economy. Just how
firmly became evident when the Great Depression was weathered with com-
parative ease under the protection of hl^h Import tariffs. But, although
Australia was gradually becoming less and less economically (and politi-
cally) dependent and the potential for real growth was steadily increasing,
the spark needed to ignite any kind of "take off" was still lacking.
The war that came to the British 'impire, and specifically to Australia,
in September 1939, provided the required ignition. For the first time the
very existence of Australia as an almost free and very democratic partner
In the world wide Anglo-Saxon network was challenged. Meeting that chal-
lenge called for complete mobilization, nearly complete self-sufficiency,
and the most efficient use of all available resources. For the first time
native Australians saw themselves realistically as an underpopulated,
underdeveloped, and almost defenseless outpost of an obsolete imperial
system. Their complacency was irretrievably lost, and in its place began
to grow a clear desire for the type of security that only deliberate, sus-
tained economic and social growth can provide.
c) Growth After 1945
World War II left Australia with a legacy that combined a wide open
market for her export products with the release of pent-up demand for con-
sumer goods which traditional foreign source^, damaged by war, were not
ready to supply. The Labour Government, which had been in control through-
out the war, committed itself to policies of full employment, encourage-
ment of a large public and private investment program, and increased pro-
duction capacity. Four years of experience in running Australia's wartime
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econoniy contributed to success .^«\d by 1^40 twenty-five per cent (550
milUon pounds) of the national income was belnp reinvested in domestic
capital formation. The government was eager Lo host foreign cnpital in-
vestment as well and in mnr.y ca.s>^s provided foreitjn owned corporntions with
factory facilities left idle when v>7ar production censed. As an incentive,
development costs were treated as expenses--not capital invcstment--and
were written off for tax purposes. Low Interest loans were easily obtain-
3
able and often the government guaranteed share purchases. By 1953,
private overseas investment amounted to 819 million pounds, or 107, of
total investment (62?„ came from the United Kingdom, and 26';(, from the United
4States and Canada),
One of many examples of the chain reaction In post war growth began
with a radical increase In foreign demand for Australian primary products,
such as wheat and wool. Because of labor supply limitations (the popula-
tion in 1945 being 7«5 million) primary producers were forced to Intensify
their capital in crder to meet demands. The capital could have been im-
ported, but under the government's program of industrial expansion, local
suppliers were found and encouraged. Imports, In fact, were subject to
rigid controls from 1952 to I960, Local production of farm machinery
created increased demands for steel and metal products. Steel production
demanded electricity and coal, and electricity in turn demanded more coal,
and later oil. In nearly every case the raw materials were available
.3
•'The World's Newest Frontier," U. S. News and VJorld Ueport , April
19, 1965, pp, 6P-72.
^ \astra lia--An Economic and Investment i^cforence (Melbourne: The
Specialty Press, I960), p. 6,
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within the Australian continent and wherever it was necessary the govern-
ment did what was required to insure easy access for the growing Industry.
Sponsoring growth to this extent was, of course, costly and necessitated
borrowing from abroad (the International Hank, the United States, the
United Kingdom, Switzerland, and Canada) the equivalent of 661 million
pounds by June 1959. Service on the overseas debt amounted to 25 million
pounds that year, which, added to 53 million pounds In profits (the average
annual rate of profit of direct United States investment in Australian
6
manufacturing industries has been 23.17„ ), dividends and other income re-
mittee? overseas and 38 million pounds profits accruing overseas but not
remitted totalled 116 million pounds. However, this amount represented
(in 1959) only about 137, of Australia's export proceeds (the debt/service
ratio had been, and is, steadily declining) and was an acceptable price
to pay for the development of an economy that would quadruple its gross
national product in fourteen years (to 1939), and reach an annual growth
g
of more than 97o by 1964. The fact that nearly the entire overseas debt
(H07o) was contracted not to add to consumption in Australia, but rather to
contribute to productivity of the economy as a whole by decreasing imports
and fostering instead domestic production to facilitate the increase of
An exhaustive account of the development of eleven basic industries
in Australia is given In Alex Hunter, ed.. The Economics of Australian
Industry (Melbourne University Press, 1963).
rTbjd., p, 163.
"7 Austra lia--An Economic and Investmrnt Reference
,
p. 6.
S United Nations, Monthly Sullctin of Statistics
,
February, 1966,





exports argues well, ns C. P. Kindleberger has demonstrated, for
Australia's "capacity to repay." Uut what of the "capacity to absorb"
both the foreign and domestic investment capital which the benevolent
government had taken pains to mnke available? And what of Lewis* causes
of termination of growth? In order to handle these questions it becomes
necessary to look beyond the tactors of capital and raw materials to the
key to our model and perhaps the most important factor in the growth
process-»'the quality and quantity of the supply of human labor»
9 Sir John Crawford, "The Jolt of the Common Market," The Saturday
Review of Literature
,
January 12, lyb3, p. 31,
'O Charles P. Kindleberger, Economic Development (2nd ed,. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1965), pp. 328-332.

II. iaMIGR.\TION IN AUSTRALIA
a) The Migration Process
The ambitious plans of Australia's post war government very quickly
exhausted the domestic labor supply and a condition of "full employment"
was reached almost immediately. Pressure for wage increases began to
build up, but, in Australia, wages are determined by the central govern-
ment (the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration) and the in-
dustrial courts of the States, and therefore control could be exercised to
prevent large rises in consumption at the expense of capital formation.
Nevertheless, if expansion were to continue, a continuous supply of labor
input had to be found.
Before World VJar II migration to Australia had been allowed to pro-
ceed at a haphazard rate and little attention was paid to the demographic
effect on the Australian work force. Indeed, the primary consideration had
been the relief of Britain's unemployment problems. A secondary considera-
tion had come to be named the "Wliite Australia Policy." Large scale Chinese
immigration (50,000) during the gold rush period of the I850's had lead to
serious competition and even racial conflict. Discrimination bad sprung up
on the continent and resulted, at the time of Australian federation in 1901,
For the background of Australia's unique wage control arrangements see
the Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia (Canberra: Common-
wealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1965), pp. 4A9-A71. For an examina-
tion of the wage regulating machinery and the functions of the courts in this
regard see Dr. J. E. Isaac, "The Claim for a 10 Pound Basic Wage in Australia,"
International Labor Review
,
January, 1951, pp. 1A9-177. For an example of
government restraint of wnoe increases see "New Round of Wage Increases," The
Round Table
,
June, I960, pp. 316-318. Figure 1. vsee Appendix) coir.pares wages




in passage of the Immigration 'Restriction \ct which providcJ dc_ fnc'o ex-
clusion of non-Anglo-Saxons by means of a dictation test requirement and
extended complete discretion to the government administrators of the test.
This policy of control of the racial (and ethnic) composition of the popu-
lation was completely successful. In 1901 the non-European population of
Australia (excluding Aborigines) was about 1.25;; of the total. By 1954 this
2
segment had dwindled to 0.28'^oo Even the Aborigines, restricted to reserva-
tions in central Australia, had fallen in numbers from about 350,000 in 1788
to 50,000 in 1947."^
The labour government of 1943 attacked the problem of human input by
appointing a Minister for Immigration, Arthur Calwell, who studied the situa-
tion and concluded that Australia should aim at increasing its population at
the maximum rate consistent with full employment. This amounted to an input
of 27, per year, 17. by natural increase (net gain of births over deaths), and
l7o by net migration. The latter would involve an intake of 70,000 per year
of whom the majority would be young people of working age. Once establish-
ing this goal the government set about finding the means of achieving it.
Before the war, Britain, under the Empire Settlement Act of 1-922, had greatly
assisted in the recruitment of migrants to Australia by paying most of their
passage expenses* (The United Kingdom would provide free passage to all ex-
servicemen and split the cost of assisted passages for others with Australia. )
2
"White Australia--Refoj£m?" Current Affairs Bulletin
,
July 6, 1964, p. 52,
^ Co Hartley Grattan, ed., Australia (Berkeley; University of California
Press 1947), p. 359.
^ W. D. liorrie, "Immigration to Australia 1945-1953, •' Australian Fapors
Commonwealth Relations Conference. 1934 (Melbourne; Australian Institute of
International Affairs, 1954), p. 2.
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This system, which had provided .S9.67. of all new arrivals to .\ustralia in
the pre-war years was revived, but due to labor shortages and financial
problems in Britain the immediate results were very disappointing. Mini-
ster Calwell turned to the International Refugee Organization as an alter-
nate source--the loR.O. would pay all but 10 pounds of the cost of shipping
their charges to any country chat volunteered to receive them. Cautiously
beginning with only 12,000 Displaced Persons in 19A7, the Australian govern-
ment found that economic expansion under its accelerating investment pro-
gram was creating a demand for many, many more now workers. The quota of
Displaced persons was raised to 20,000 in 1943, and then was almost immedi-
ately tripled as every immigrant of working age was caught up by growing
industries.
The Menzies Liberal-Country Party which replaced Labour in 1949 was
quick to realize the advantages of cultivating a continuous supply of labor
to feed the economy, Australia's Gross National Product had begun to leap
upwards at a fantastic rate--from 2,236 million pounds in 1949 to 2,677
million in 1950, and 3,586 million in 1951, Immigration from Britain, the
traditional source, had picked up, averaging about 50,000 per year, and
the I,R.C. had contributed (by the end of 1951) 170,400 "new" Australians.
But this was still not nearly enough. Labor shortages resulted in the
necessity for granting substantial wage increases in 1950, The imminent
operation of Lewis* first cause of growth termination was obvious to the
Australian government. Moreover, the reservoir of Displaced Persons was
fast drying up as European recovery efforts began to compete with the
attractiveness of a "new start" in Australia, The Labour Government had
taken some first steps towards widening their sources of immigration by
opening "recruiting offices" in a few western European countries, Kenzies
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now intensified that effort, making bilateral agreemencs, through the Inter-
governmental Committee for European Migration (an agency, partially supported
by the United States, which not only organizes shipping,, but also finds a
large portion of the migrants' passage money) with Austria, Germany, Greece,
Italy, and the Netherlands. (See the Appendix for descriptions of these
and more recent agreements--with Spain and Belgium.) The individual cost to
Australia of migrant passages from these countries was about 40 pounds per
head.
Migration officers were also posted in Scandinavia, Switzerland, and
the United States but the increased cost of passage assistance (70 pounds)--
due to lack of contribution from any international agency or from the United
Kingdom--and the already high standard of living and demand for labor in
those countries mitigate against obtaining any significant numbers of re-
cruits from those sources. Further, the Australian emphasis on "white only"
recruitment makes any really active solicitation politically impossible in
a very discrimination conscious U» S, A,
In addition to the programs of assisted migration from the United
Kingdom and other "preferred" sources (those providing peoples easily assimi-
lated Into Australian -- Anglo-Saxon -- economic. and social life), immigration
had been (and is) allowed, if not encouraged, on a non-assisted basis from
southern and eastern European countries, and by 1952, 152,800 migrants had
found their way to Australia from Italy, Greece, Malta, Poland, Yugoslavia,
C. A, Price, "Overseas Migration To and From Australia, 1947-1961,"
Australian Cut look , Aup.ust 1962, pp. 168-169.
"^ r^,''Thc Wprld's Newest Frontier," U. ^. News and World Report , April

llungary, Russia, and the Baltic States. (See Table 1, In the Appendix for
annual ::iigration--by nat lona 11 1 Ics-- 1949-1964, )
b) The Contribution of Migrant Labor
With an abundance of natur.il resources, whose real extent had only be-
gun to be measured, a tjovernment mindful enough of the rules of economic
growth throup,h capital expansion--and powerful enough to ensure that capital
would be expanded (by inducing investtrent, controlling in'.ports, and limiting
wage increases), and an electorate acquiescent enough to continue such a
government in power, the only pressing limitation on Australia's capacity to
absorb continued capital input (domestic as well as foreign) was the supply
of labor. The annual natural increase in population had, between 1945 and
1955, only just risen above the 17., desired by the government (from pre-war
lows of 0.797O and the numbers of natural born Australians who were reaching
sufficient age to join the work force were far from adequate. Consequently,
it was migrant labor that made the greatest contribution to the absorbtion
of capital investment. Between 1947 and 1954, no less than 511,000 out of
a total of 607,000 persons by which the main working age group (15 to 64
8
years) increased were people who had arrived in Australia after 1947, Except
for one year (1953), when coal production reached a temporary level of suf-
ficiency and the closure of some mines caused light unemployment, the
Australian government has not limited itself to the proposed 1% annual in-
take of aliens, but rather has encouraged immigration at the highest possible
For the exact percentages of migrants of various ethnic origins see
Borrie, •'Immigration to Australia," p, 3, and Price, "Overseas Migration,"
p. 166,
8 Australia--An Economic and Investment Reference (Melbourne: The
Specialty Press, I960), p. U.
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levcl. AlLhough the proportion of Anglo-Saxons among the new arrivals has
been decreasing steadily (down from 89.67. before the war to 32,47o in the
postwar period to 1961--while southern Europeans, for instance, have In-
creased from 2,77. to 26,77. in the same period ) the lack of resistence to
the government's immigration program on the part of organized labor is
some evidence of consensus opinion that "whatever (or v;hoever) is good for
expansion is good enough for us." (Industrial disputes, confined mostly
CO coal minin'3 and stevedoring industries, though high in number during
the period of early expansion--1948 to l957--have seldom been caused di-
rectly by the influx of migrants and seldom last for more than one day,)
In addition to their numerical contribution, the migrants, being
mostly recruited on the basis of individual selection, already possess the
skills most needed by the expanding economy (see Table 2, in the Appendix),
c) The Shift in Sources of Migrants
With the large scale recruitment of foreign labor going forward as a
continuing process (147,511 migrants in 1965--the biggest intake since the
Displaced Person days of 1949 and 1950) , the source reservoirs of that
labor have been changing; almost exclusively from the British Isles (plus
Displaced Persons from eastern Europe), at first, then from northern Europe
(1950-1956), and finally from southern Europe, The suddenly booming growth
brought about by the European Economic Community not only created a local
demand for labor in Europe (and provided for the mobility of labor--country
to country--within Europe), but also promised to raise local living standards
9
Price, "Overseas Migration," p. 166,
10 Australia--An Economic and Investment Reference
, pp, 69-70,
^^ The New York Times, February 21, 1966,
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to a level competitive with whatever Australin could offer, European
Labor Offices (in those countries with which Australia had made recruiting
arrangements) went to the length of pigeonholing the applications of those
recruited, and d£ facto embargoes were placed on advertisements and news
12
concerning economic opportunities in Australia, Even Greece, one of the
best sources of labor emmigrants (for any destination) in recent years, has
taken steps to reverse the outflow and has begun to recruit its citizens
13
back to the homeland. As each reservoir has dried up, the Australian
Government has fought the competition first by "upping the ante" (potential
migrants may now fly to Australia via Qantas, and are tempted by cheap land,
14housing, and other Inducements )--and finally by shifting the focus of
their recruiting drive further and further away from the center of the
Anglo-Saxon world, Britain, towards other tribes, less and less analogous,
but more and more available, (See Table 3, in the Appendix for Australian
expenditures on immigration since 1947,) v-Tnere the shift will lead, and
whether or not Australia will follow depends upon two majcr factors: a) the
future requirement for large numbers of migrant peoples, and b) the future
availability of such peoples throughout the world.
12
P. R» Hcydon, "The Key to Australia's Future," Australian Industries
Development Association: Director Reports, Number 133
, July 1963, p. 6.
^^ C, P. Xindleberger , "Integration Versus Nationalism in the European
Economy," The Reporter , Ccceniber 2, 1965, p, 38.
^^ For insight into the Australian recruiting program see Heydon, "The
Key," p. 7, and "The World's Newest Frontier," pp, 68-72,

III. FUTURE MIGil^MICN TO AUSTRALIA
a) The Requirement for Additionnl Migrants
There is little doubt that the present yield of the -Australian economy
is good. Statistics consistantly sliow Auctrnlia ranking in the top level
(from fourth to sixth place) of free world nations in per capita income and
calorie consumption. (See Fi ?ure 2, in the Appendix.) Although labor's
returns in wages and salaries have lagged behind the rising GNP--ref lecting
government's control in this area--personal consumption has been keeping
pace with the growing prosperity. (See ^ipures 1, and 3. in I'vppendix.)
Those migrants who have left Australia and returned to their native country
(a high of 14,798 in 1965 ) have been nearly all British (at least so far),
and have done so for such reasons as "desire to take a working holiday in
Britain," or "the wife's homesickness," or because of death or illness of
a relative in Britain. Only a small minority of those who have left were
motivated by discouragement or disillusionment with Australian employment
conditions and prospects or with housing conditions. Moreover, post-
departure follow up on the returnees has shown the large majority either
already in the process of going back to Australia (after their second look
2
at Britain) or at least highly enthusiastic about going back in the future.
Besides being "good," there is promise that the Australian economy
will be better. As is shown by Figure 4, (Appendix), Australia has long
"since passed that crucial point in development where the rising percentage
The New York Times , February 21, 19fS6.
2 For a detailed study of United Kingdom migrants wlio returned home
from Australia see R. T. Appleyard, "Determinants of Return Migration,"
The Economic Record
,




of the total work force engaged in manufacturing first exceeds that of the
dirniiishihg "portion engaged in agriculture. In fact, Australia seems
(according to Figure -4) to have already reached that level of sophistication
where the manufacturing percentage begins to level off in favor of a sharp
rise in the percentage of the total work force engaged in tertiary, or
service, industries. It is interesting to compare Figure 4 with Figure 5,
which shows corresponding curves in the American experience. But, for all
of the signs of health and growth that the Australian economy now evidences,
(see Figures 6. - 9. in the Appendix) will It, in the future continue to
require migrant labor?
A partial answer can be given by demonstrating the potential of
Australia to meet the demands for labor input at the present level of de-
velopment--without speculating about the demands of an economy that may be
just now on the first steps of a sharp upward spiral. A glance at Figure 10
(in the Appendix) informs us that the rapid natural expansion in population
increase due to the postwar "baby-boom" leveled off rather quickly. In
fact, the Australian birth rate has been dropping steadily since the time
»
information for Figure 10 was compiled (22,8 per thousand in 1961, 22,1 in
1962, 21,6 in 1963, and 20.6 in 1964), This decrease is a natural result
of the low birth rates during the depression and war years which yielded
fdwer potential mothers who would have come to child bearing age in the
last fifteen years. The drop in natural born Australians serves to empha-
size the contributions of postwar migrants who, except for a temporary dip
3
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia (Canberra: Common-
wealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 1965), p. 314,
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in 1961-62, have maintained a steady input and, whose arrivals in 1965,
may have possibly outnumbered those babies born in Australia last year.
It should be noted also that of the natural born between 1946 and 1962,
4
more than 700,000 children were born to migrant parents. The fact that
the postwar babies are now beginning both to add to the work force
(75,000 annually) and to reach child bearing age themselves means that,
unless the rising standard of living chokes off the birth rate even more
substantially--a not unknown phenomcnon-"the Australian potential to meet
labor demands (without the aid of migrants) would, in the future, only just
match the average annual input of the 1954-1960 period (75,000) and would
fall far short of the average input of the 1961-1966 period (100,000).
(Note Figure 11 in the Appendix.) The capacity of Australia to supplement
its normal annual labor input in response to severe scarcity of workers is
not great. Total unemployment of only l.OZ constitutes no reserve in that
direction. Neither is there much help to be found in potential female
employees. Of the 4.1 million "economically inactive" Australian females
in 1964, 1.5 million were under fifteen years of age, while 0.8 ttiillion
were over fifty-four. Female students over fifteen (but mostly under
nineteen), inmates of institutions, widows and others living on pensions
(nearly all over thirty-five) amounted to 0.2 million. The remaining 1.6
million females were housewives. rThis is the only potential source of
4
P. R, Heydon, "The Key to Australia's Future," Australian Industries
Development Association; Director Reports, Number 133
,
July 1963, p. 5.
^ Australia--An Economic and Investment Reference (Melbourne: The
Specialty Press, 1960), pp. 60-63.
6 Official Year Book, 1964
, p. 421.




female workers available. However, of the total number of housewives in
Australia (approximately 2,5 million), no less than 277. - 287. are already
members of the labor force--a high proportion us compared with any in-
Q
dustrialized countryo Exactly how m.any more housewives could be lured
away from the home would be difficult to estimate, but one thing is certain-
the price of the luring would be higher wage rates, immediately at the ex-
pense of profits, and ultimately at the expense of investment. The secur-
ing of additional labor at the price of reduced investment and declining
capital formation is simply counterproductive.
The only other domestic sources of Australian labor (besides the
presently unemployed "employables" and the married females not already work-
ing) are students, male and female, over fifteen, and the elderly retireds
who are living on pensions, rents, and savings. In 1964, the former num-
bered 250,000 and the latter 813,000 (578,000 of whom were over sixty-five
9years old), (A demographic pyramid for 1954 is shown in Figure 12 in the
Appendix.) Recruitment of labor from these categories would forfeit the
same penalty that must be paid for housewife labor--higher wage rate—plus
the additional penalty of losses in human investment by causing students
to leave school before they normally would.
Australia's obvious lack of capacity to increase or to supplement its
labor force from domestic sources is no secret within its government and
only as recently as September 1965, the Minister for Labour promised
g
Official Year Book, 1964
, pp. 42 1-422, For remarks by the Australian
Minister for Labour concerning che vital contribution made by married women
to the national economy see Commonwealth of Australia, parliamentary Debates
,
House of Representatives, 25th parliament, 1st Session (September 2, 1965),
4th Period, p. 717.
9 United Nations, Demographic Year Sook, 1964 , p. 520«
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worried members of the House of Commons that 50,000 to 60,000 migrant workers
would be procured by the government during the present year. Whatever the
cost of the free or assisted passages and the other inducements that will be
called for in order to procure these workers, and others like them in the
future, from overseas, it will be a "one-time" expense, and no penalties will
be attached to the Australian economy since they will be employed at current
wage rates.
The remainder of the answer to the question of future migrant labor re-
quirements is found by carefully examining Australia's foreign trade balances
and internal shifts within its overall production scheme. In brief, Australia
has always been one of the great trading nations of the world, ranking
eleventh (in 1956) on total exports and imports and eighth on a per capita
basis. However, Australia is an exporter of primary products (wheat, wool,
sugar, etc.) and during the years since World War II the world prices of
primary products have dropped substantially in relation to the prices of
finished goods. (See Figure 13 in the Appendix.) This decline has been due
to: a) failure of the industrialized countries to spend more for food and
agricultural raw materials as their Incomes and living standards have risen,
b) the ability of the Industrialized countries to increase their own agri-
cultural production (through mechanization of planting, harvesting, etc.,
and through more sophisticated cultivation techniques) thereby cutting down
Import requirements, c) a steadily Increasing level of protection (tariffs,
quotas, subsidies, etc.) of agricultural commodities In Western Europe since
Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates
,
House of Repre-
sentatives, 25th Parliament, 1st Session (September 23, 1965), 4th Period,
p. 1189.
11 Australia--An Economic and Investment Reference, p. 24.
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1953, and d) the substitution of synthetics by the industrialized countries
for traditional natural raw materials.
In the decade 1951-1961, Australia's export prices fell by A27, while
import prices rose 67.. And, during the period 1957-1961, while industrial
output in the EEC rose 307., Australia's exports to the Community actually
12
fell by 297., The net result has been a very adverse trade balance for
Australia--the accumulated deficit on current account between 1956 and 1964
amounting to $2.4 billion, Australia's balance of payments, however, has been
able to weather the unsatisfactory trade balance with the help of very large
injections of foreign investment--totaling, during the same period (1956-1964)
13$3.0 billion. But, the latter figure includes undistributed profits
(dividends owed to overseas investors). It has been noted with some alarm
(by the Deputy Prime Minister) that during the years 1962-1964, payments in
the form of dividends to overseas companies exceeded new direct foreign
14
capital investment by 22.8 million pounds. Obviously then, Australia must
move to correct the trade deficit before the situation becomes even more
precarious (i.e., a drop in foreign investment due to external or internal
problems would cut into Australia's foreign exchange reserves and curtail im-
ports at the expense of continued economic growth).
If, even at reduced price, Australia could find new and larger markets
for its customary primary exports, the deficit might be made up through in-
creased sales. Communist China has provided, to some extent, such a market.
12
7 Robert Menzies, "Britain and Europe," Current Notes on International
Affairs
, October, 1962, p. 37.
^ Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates , House of Repre-






but it has not made up the di f ference--not to mention that such trade is
frought with political difficulties. India might be such a market, but it
has little to offer in return--and is now, in fact, being fed at a very non-
competitive rate by the United States, The only real solution for Australia
is, therefore, a shift in export products. This shift has already been initi*
ated with more than satisfacotry beginnings. Markets have been found, par-
ticularly in Asia, and specifically in Japan, for Australian mining and
manufacturing products and export emphasis has begun a gradual movement away
from the traditional agricultural and pastoral products towards commodities
that yield higher export earnings. The net exports of manufactures (prin-
cipally metals and machinery) almost quadrupled during the period 1949-1960,
and are expected to double again by 1969, Meanwhile, exports of rural prod-
ucts (wheat, wool, sugar, etc) over the same time span showed either rela-
tively slight gains (sugar, 477., and beef 1037.) or no gains at all (wheat,
wool, and mutton). The net adjusted earnings from all agricultural exports
was 90 million pounds less in I960 than in 1949,
Trade with Japan has blossomed due to Japanese economic growth--over-
taking Australian trade with Britain in 1964 --and is mostly concentrated
in ores and metals, (Japan has ordered $2,7 billion In iron ore to be de-
livered over the next twenty-five years, and buys 120,000 tons of "simply
transformed" metals from Alcoa Corporation in Western Australia each year, )
The propitious direction of trade with Japan (officially arranged by treaty
Colin Clark, "Economic Growth," and J, Vernon, "Australia's Capacity
for Growth, Prospects for Growth in Secondary Industries," Economic Growth
In Australia
,
John Wilkes, ed,, (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1962) p, 18,
pp, 52-53.
^6
''Asians Together," The Economist , May 9, 1964, p. 531.
^7
''The World's iNewest Frontier," U» S, News and World Report , April
19, 1965, p. 70,
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in 1957) h^s speeded the rcorientnt ion of Australian export n^Trkets toward
all of Asia—changing from 97. (of total exports) in 1945 to 317; in 1963, and
18
moving upwards rapidly.
This shift in export products has been a shift towards industrial pro-
cesses requiring much higher levels of labor intensity. It is true that
modern mining processes are not, per se , more highly labor intensive than
modern agricultural processes, but their train of anclllaries is greater and
It Is the domestic supply of these anclllaries (power, machinery, smelters,
19
transportation, etc.) that causes the requirement for more workers.
If, then, we are satisfied that the state of the Australian economy and
its reactions to pressures exerted upon it are such as to require a steady,
or possibly increasing, influx of migrants, we must consider, parenthetically,
the relationship of the extraterritorial sources of immigrants with Australia
before we finally inquire from where the migrants will come«
b) Australian Interactions With the ••External Subsistence Sector."
As we have already seen, European sources of labor to feed Australia's
expansion have been drying up. So-called "preferred peoples'* have been
getting more and more difficult to procure as their native environments have
Improved, The Industrious Ministry of Immigration has utli^ed all the means
of Inducement at its command in competition with foreign economies and
governments, except for advising Its own government to raise wage rates--and
18
Sir John Crawford, "The Jolt of the Common Market," The Saturday
Review of Literature
.
January 12, 1963, p. 32.
^9 Figures demonstrating labor reductions, over time, in the primary
product processes, and labor increases in secondary, and tertiary industries
are given in the Official Year Book, 1964, pp. 404-405,
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this, we have noted, would be counterproductive, Lewis demonstrated this
point in his discussion of the possible interactions between his two sectors
(subsistence and capitalist), and it should be amplifying to examine the pre-
cise applications of those interactions to the Australian situation.
Besides establishing the logical end-point for his growth model as the
exhaustion of all surplus labor, Lewis warned that growth might cease earlier
due to either non-economic causes (such as earthquakes, plagues, revolutions,--
or nuclear holocausts) or to a rise in real wages such as to reduce capitalists
profits to a level at which they are all consumed and there is no longer any
net investment. Real wage increases in the capitalist sector can come about,
according to Lewis, through any of four interactions between the subsistence
and the capitalist sectors. The first interaction occurs when capital ac-
cumulation proceeds faster than population growth and thereby reduces abso-
lutely the number of people in the subsistence sector (as they move from the
farm to the factory). The average product per man in that sector rises then—
because there are fewer mouths to share the product--and creates a pressure
from below that forces the capitalist wage upwards (so that it may be main-
tained at an above subsistence level, creating the differential that attracts
labor into the capitalist sector). This applies to Australia—which relies
on an extranational subsistence sector--only in so far as the subsistence
levels (living standards) of foreign nations creep upwards. We have seen
that higher European living standards have made migration to Australia less
attractive, causing the Australian government to offer more incentive to
potential immigrants. However, the growing shortage of such immigrants has




Growth in the size of the capitalist sector relative to the sub-
sistence sector causes Lewis* second interaction. Here, the terms of trade
turn against the capitalist sector and force the capitalists to pay workers
a higher percentage of their product in order to keep their real income
constant. This (in Lewis' framework) is simply a case of increasing value'
of agricultural products (as there arc fewer farmers and more urban workers)
and higher subsistence earnings, versus decreasing value of manufactured
commodities (as the marginal physical product of industrial labor drops)
and lower capitalist real wages. The effect, unless profits are cut, is to
narrow the margin between income levels of the two sectors, thereby render-
ing less effective the incentive mechanism which causes "unlimited" labor
to flow from one sector to the other.
Dismissing the impossible danger that Australians will come to out-
number non-Australians, and noting once again that Australia draws its ag-
ricultural products and its labor inputs frcm two different sources (one in-
ternal, the other external), this second interaction is germane only to the
extent that Australia's external terms of trade with those countries which
have traditionally been suppliers of labor have, in fact, become adverse.
This, however, has been due to the postwar changes in the relative prices of
primary and secondary products on the world market--a condition which we have
already discussedo Instead of reacting to this unfavorable trade balance by
increasing the percentage of the product (in this case, agricultural and
pastoral goods) paid workers (farmers and Sheepherders) as Lewis suggested,
Australia has commenced a shift in export products (towards minerals and
machinery) whose prices will restore the balance. The margin between the
Australian capitalist sector and its extraterritorial subsistence sector has
indeed narrowed--but only because of increases in the latter's real income at
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the expense of non-Australian economics, and not due to any reduction in
Australian industrifil profits.
The third interaction obtains when the subsistence sector becomes
more productive in the technical sense--*'imitat ing the techniques of the
capitalist sector." This increased productivity, as in the first case, tends
to drive capitalist sector wages upwards in order that they stay above the
rising subsistence level, \oain, relying on foreign sources of labor,
Australia has been able to do nothing to retard technical progress within
those sources (which have been experiencing consequent rises in inconncs),
but has nevertheless not resorted to increasing Australian incomes (at the
expense of capital formation) solely in order to preserve tlie margin of dif-
ference. The question of whether or not Australia will seek other sources
(where income rates are lower) in preference to raising Australian income
at the ultimate cost of growth is, indeed, the central issue of this paper.
The fourth, and last, of Lewis* interactions really concerns only the
capitalist sector itself. Here, we are warned, "the workers • • , may imi-
tate the capitalist way of life, and may thus need more to live on," Such
an increase in incomes (secured, presumably, by strong labor unions), at the
cost of profits, would naturally increase consumption at the cost of invest-
ment. However, in the face of a continuous arrival of new labor (procured
from abroad by the government) an increase in the Australian capitalist
wage due to this effect seems unlikely without either: a) a radical
change in the government's immigration policy and/or its philosophy of
growth, b) a radical change in the make-up of the government itself, or
c) a radical change in the force and disposition of Australian labor unions.
It is important to note that such changes are not impossible and may, in
fact, be brought about by sudden changes in the nationalities or complexions
of future immigrants (if government does shift its recruiting to other
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sources)--or even simply by the sheer number of immigrants as the demand
for them continues unabated. Popular reaction against immigration is not
unknown, certainly; it occurred in the United States after World War I
(when foreign born migrants constituted over 207. of the American labor
force) and took the form of restrictive legislation, (Asians had been ex-
cluded much earlier--the Chinese in 1882, and the Japanese beginning in
1907.) Such reaction is evident now in Switzerland, where 307. of the work
force are immigrants, and it is expected that foreign born residents there
will be limited to one-tenth of the total population.
The net effect of I^wis' comments about interactions is an admonition
against permitting pressures from the subsistence sector, or from within the
capitalist sector itself, from forcing capitalist wages to rise at the ex-
pense of profits (and therefore, of investment, and therefore, of growth).
Those pressures that exist, vis-a-vis Australia, have been duly noted, Ac*
cepting then, the dual proviso for growth of providing (for Australia) a
continuous supply of labor, without allowing real wages to rise, we are left
with the question of the availability of this supply,
c) The Availability of Future Migrants
In all of the years preceeding 1900 the world's population succeeded in
growing to approximately one and one-half billion. By 1953, that figure had
doubled to three billion, and by the year 2000, demographers tell us, the
21
world's population will double again, to six billion. The main impact of
this now geometric growth is not spread equally around the world, however,
; , 20
Co p. Kindleberger, "Mass Migration, Then and Now," Foreign Af fa Irs
,
July, 1965, p. S49.
21 "The Politics of Population," The Saturday Review of Literature
,
September 7, 1963, p. 10.
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but is concentrated among the lessor dcvGloped countries of Africa, Latin
America, and Asia, Fully S07. of the total population increase in the decade
1953-1963 took place in those countries in which industrialization is still
22
embryonic. The highest European rates of population erowth (Poland, 1.8%,
Holland and Switzerland, l»A7o, Germany, lo27o) are puny in comparison with
non-industrialized countries of comparable population (Nigeria, 5,77,,
Brazil and Mexico, 3.17., Sourth Korea, the Philippines, and Thailand, 2,97,
23
Co 3.27,), While the growth rates of Britain, Italy, and France (0.57.,
0,67., and 1,17, respectively) threaten greater labor shortages in the future,
other nations, over packed with super-populations, seem unable to substan-
tially reduce their increases. (India's 435 million are growing at 2,07.,
while Pakistan, with 94 million is growing at 2,17,—and perhaps no one really
knows how fast Communist China is spawning human beings,)
To a nation scanning the horizon for immigrants (as is Australia), a
rapidly swelling population is not the only criterion for selection as a
possible source, Australia must depend upon the margin between its own liv-
ing standard and that of its foreign subsistence sector. The wider the
margin, the easier and cheaper it is to attract the desired numbers of
immigrants. Figure 2 (calories and income per capita), however, has shown
us that it is the same countries which have now, and will continue to have
large and rapidly growing populations that also have the lowest living
standards relative to Australia, These countries have in common--besides
their obvious suitability as labor sources--geographic locations that are
non-European and ethnic properties that are more dissimilar to Anglo-Saxons




23 United Nations, ^demographic Year Book , 1964, pp, 156-168,
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This dissimilarity, as continuously emphasized by the traditionnl "Uliite
Australia" sentiment, may well be the paramount obstacle to the continuation
of Australian growth. If, as we have shown, undiminished labor inputs must
be forthcoming from outside Australia in order to sustain the present growth
rate, any factor that inhibits the recruitment of such inputs acts, at the
same time, to implement Lewis' causes of growth tcrmlnatioiio
24
In the light of increasing industrialization and competition for labor
as pressures for change--we must look, then, at the breadth and depth of the
"White Australia" sentiment before we can finally frame the vital decision
that is facing the Australian nation.
2A
It was recently reported that the Australian labor shortage is such
that "in some skilled occupations there are fifteen jobs for every applicant,"
and that, in spite of last year's record number of immigrants, the Minister
for Labour, William McMahon, "is still crying out for more migrants,"
"Manning the Outpost," Time , July 9, 1965, p. 30»

IV. THE CHOICE CONFRONTING AUSTRALIA
a) The Changing Attitude of Non-European Exclusion
The Australian Parliament, in preparing the Immigration Restriction Act
of 1901, had been enjoined by Joseph Chamberlain, British Colonial Secretary,
against allowing such legislation to be discriminatory in form, ", . at
least so far as it affected races in which Britain had special interest,
notably the Indians and Japanese,*' Hence, the mechanism of the dictation
test was employed. The passage of time, however, and the increasing tempo of
international intercourse served to draw attention to the of fensiveness of
even this obtuse method of discrimination, and, after the signing of the
important trade treaty with Japan in 1957, new and hopefully less provoking
legislation was passed, (See the Appendix for present immigration laws and
policies.) Since 1958, Australia has been open to all immigrants--provided
only that they can obtain an Entry Permit, Discretion as to the issuance
of such permits is lodged with the Minister for Immigration who is guided by
a policy (see the Appendix) of non-European exclusion basically unchanged
since the formation of the Commonwealth in 1900, At present there are
hardly more than 37,000 non-Europeans (discounting Aborigines) in all of
Australia, and this figure includes the descendants of the Chinese influx
during the Gold Rush period, as well as some 12,000 Asian students being
2
educated in Australia under the Colombo Plan.
Despite increasingly numerous pleas for a revision of the exclusion
A, T. Yarwood, Asian Mipration to Australia (Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press, 1964), p. 151.
2 official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia (Canberra:




policy (based on sjch arguments as: the need to "enrich" the Australian
culture, the psychological effect on future dealings with non-Kuropeari
countries, the beneficial effect ou the Australian image abroad, and f.ven
the "rif;htness" and morality of non-discrimination"") events have shown the •
Government (until very recently) to be uninterested in chan<>e. In 1959,
approximately six hundred illegitimate children, born of Japanese mothers
and fathered by Australian soldiers on occupation duty in Japan, were re-
fused Entry Permits to Australia because the Minister for Immigration felt
that their admittance would not "be acceptable to public opinion or desirable
4
In any respect," Again, in 1959, when Australia took possession of the
Direction Island cable station from Britain, Asian families, native to the
island,were forcibly removed to be resettled in Singapore. In 1963, five
Japanese technicians, admitted temporarily, were convicted of violating a
law passed in 1904 to the effect that, "no Asiatic or African alien shall be
employed in any capacity whatever in or about any mine claim." The same
year, during an election campaign. Sir Robert Menzies, the Prime Minister,
insisted that he would never permit any basic reform in the immigration
policy because, "To do so would create in Australia the kind of dreadful
problems they now have in other countries,"
If the moral and diplomatic arguments have generated insufficient pres-
sure for change, the growing economic dilemma seems to have a better chance
for success. Akin to the Swiss (one-third of whose work force are foreigners).
3
Control or Colour Bar (Melbourne: The Immigration Reform Group, i960),
and "Time to Change Migration Controls," The Canberra Times , editorial,
November 26, 1964,




6 "Asians Keep Out!" Time, December 20, 1963, p. 25.
7 Ibid., p. 25.
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who C. P. Klndleberger describes as "economically damned if the workers
leave, and politically and socially altered beyond recognition if they
Q
Stay," the Australians have begun to feel themselves in a precarious
position. Unlike the Swiss, who have taken steps to limit immigration,
the Australians have begun to opt, not only to keep foreign labor, but to
encourage it from non-traditional sources. The Gallup Poll lias reported
that in 1965 seventy-three percent of the Australian population would ap-
9prove of an annual influx of non-Europeans (specif ically, skilled Asians),
In com,parison with the thirty-one percent who reflected the same opinion
on the same issue (as reported by Gallup) in 1954, this constitutes a sig-
nificant evolution in public sentiment. Whether this evolution is a prod-
uct of rational economic decision making on the part of Australians or is due
to a combination of other factors (such as the growing non-An(?lo-Saxon pro-
portion of the population who are presumably less anxious to preserve the
"homogeneity" of their society) is as yet undetermined. Australians are
conscious of their economic environment, however, as they proved when they
authorized continued foreign capital investment by a referendum held in
11
February, 1965.
There is evidence too, of changes within the labour movement, which has
12been described as having a "wholesome dread of an influx of labor," In
August, 1965, the Labour party expunged the term "White Australia" from
their party platform and is now adjusting itself to an expanding non-British
o
C. P. Klndleberger, "Mass Migmtion, Then and Now," Foreign Affairs
,
July, 1965, p, 651.
9 ''Manning the Outpost," Time , July 9, 1965, p. 30.
10 Control or Colour Bar
, p. 34,
11 "The World's Newest Frontier," U. S. News and World Report , April 19,
1965. p. 70.
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membershipo At the present rate of- migrant input the process of adjust-
ment seems to be surprisingly painless. Assimilation studies conducted in
recent years have shown that native Australians are actually in favor of a
mutual adjustment (i.e., gradual convergence of natives and migrants, through
interaction, towards a new society--with each group changing somewhat In order
to better relate to the other group) rather than a completely one-sided ad-
14justment on the part of the migrants. Whether this healthy attitude would
survive in the presence of non-European migrants in increasingly large numbers
is difficult to predict. There seems little doubt, however, that the trend
towards accepting such mlgrants--at least under quota regulau ions--in the
Interest of sustaining economic growth, exists in the present and seems to
be growing stronger each year. The decision, which cannot be too long de-
layed, must be made by the Government, which has been responsible for the
perpetuation of the exclusion policy, and must be made in the light of clear
economic alternatives.
b> The Choice of Alternatives
It has not been the point of this paper to show that immigration to
Australia from the United Kingdom, northern, or southern Europe will, in the
future, dwindle away--or even that it will diminish greatly from its present
levels--although such a possibility certainly exists. Rather, our purpose
has been to draw attention to circumstances, quite beyond the control of the
Australian Government, (such as the elevation of European living standards,
and the shift in relative values of commodities on the world market) which
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Australia, while the demand for labor In Australia grows stronger, and which
ultimately force the Australian Government to adopt more costly economic
measures in order to obtain additions to its work force. Moreover, we have
noted that Australia has been forced, in the interest of continuing its rapid
growth, to compromise its earlier "Anglo-Saxon only" sentiments by encourag-
ing non-British Europeans from steadily more diverse nationalities. Finally,
we remarked that the trend in Australian ethnic/racial attitudes has been in
a direction away from the traditional "'Aliitc Australia" and towards a more
universal tolerance.
Three alternatives spring from this analysis of the Australian situation.
The first alternative Is perhaps the simplest--that is, to do nothing. The
Australian Government could freeze expenditures on immigration at the pres-
ent level and accept in the future whatever quantity of migrants such a level
of inducements might attract. If the present non-European exclusion policy
were left in force, Australia would then be gambling that European living
standards (the "subsistence level") would climb no higher and that there-
fore the margin which serves as an attraction mechanism would remain the
same. Even if Australia should win this gamble--whlch is very doubtful--the
numbers of European migrants attracted would remain the same, and we have
seen that the Australian economy demands a constantly increasing labor in-
put. If, more probably, Australia should lose, and the margin were to close,
then the input of workers from the "unlimited supply" would drop, A labor
scarcity would produce the increase in real wages (at the expense of profit
and investment) which Lewis warned of as the cause of termination of growth.
To do nothing then, is to sacrifice the economic growth about which Australians
have come to feel justly proud.
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Some would argue, perhaps, that a. reduction in the rate of growth due
to increases in real wages need not stagnate or depreciate the economy be-
cause aggregate detrand (which "purchases" the goods and services that make
up the Gross National product) would be supported by the increased buying
power of consumers. This is truo--but only for the very short run. It is
the "mix" within aggregate demand which really determines whether future
GiVP will rise or fall, or remain the same. Tomorrow's production of goods
and services depends upon the investment portion of the mix, and this in-
vestment portion, in turn, depends much more heavily upon profits than upon
whatever may be saved from the incomes of consumers. When the consumption
portion of the mix is allowed to increase at the expense of investment,
goods and services are eaten up, annihilated, and therefore made incapable
of contributing towards future production. The machinery that must produce
whatever is necessary to meet the aggregate demand grows each year less and
less able to do so. This then, is stagnation and depreciation.
The second alternative v;ould be to maintain the existing exclusion
policy and to raise immigration expenditures as necessary in order to obtain
the required labor. Provided that this does not include raising domestic in-
comes (disproportionately to GNP), and provided that Europeans can continue
to be found to respond to inducements (free passage, air travel, cheap land,
guaranteed jobs, etc.) this choice seems quite satisfactory. However, this
too, implies a gamble, Australia must wager that European economies willl
not reduce the margin to nothing, or indeed, that they will not reverse the
margin altogether. If that should become the case--and it is certainly not
impossible--it is doubtful that many Europeans would sacrifice an equal or
better living standard in order to move to Australia, regardless of what-
ever inducements might be offered. There is also the danger that European
governments, struggling with their own labor shortages, might simply
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prohibit their citizens from enmigraclng. To choose thin Alternative then,
is to accept considerable risk.
The last alternative is, of course, to dissolve the exclusion policy
and to replace it with some system (quotas, etc,) which would permit the ad-
mission of non-Europeans in such numbers as to make up the difference be-
tween industrial labor requirements and the normal input of ••school-leavers"
and European migrants. The numbers of incominc Latin Americans, Asians, and
Africans would, certainly, be subject to governmental control, and their rate
of input could be made to relate to the speed with which tliey assimilated,
(Technically, there is now encouragement for some Latin Americans, but,
actually, few are admitted.) Inducements for non-Europeans probably need
not be as high as they presently are for Europeans, and savings in this
area might well be spent on facilitating the assimilation process. As
we have seen, many non-European nations are abundant sources of labor man-
power, and all of them fall well within the "external subsistence sector'*
relative to Australia, and should remain so throughout the foreseeable
future.
Choice of this third alternative means, therefore, continuing the
present Australian growth process unabated. Such a choice also means ac-
ceptance of non-whites into Australian society and, therefore, the decision
requires that the Australian people and their government place an economic
value on their social prejudices. The Australian decision, being more
clear-cut and well defined than most in economics, or in sociology, certainly
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Gross domestic capital formation as a per cent of gross domestic product, 1961
<t) For grou material product
Figure 6, Gross domestic capital formation as a percent-
age of gross domestic product compared with income per
capita. Source ; Charles P. Kindleberger, Economic Develop-
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Figure 7, Real product per man-hour of labor input in
Australia. Source ; Colin Clark, "Economic Growth,"
Economic Growth in Australia
,
John Wilkes, ed,. (Sydney;
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I'Ugure 8. Crude steel capacity, production, and average
employment in Australia's steel industry. Source ; N.R, Wills,
"The Basic Iron and Steel Industry," The Economics of
Australian Industry, Alex Hunter, ed, ^Melbourne: Melbourne
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Figure 9. The generation of electric power in Australia, Source:
Industrial Development in /Australia (San Francisco; International
Industrial Development Conference, 1957), p. 2ii,
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Figure 10, Imnigrant cidditions to the Australian population,
19U7 to 1961, Source ; C.A. Price, "Overseas Migration To and
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Figure 11. Age and sex of Australian work force and population,
census 195U and estimated 1970o Source ; H.A. Bland, Secretary,
Australian Department of Labour and National Service, "The Labour
Force," Australia »- An Economic and Investment Reference
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Figure lU. Foreign contribution - by area - to total Australian immigration,
19U9 - 196U. Source ; Official Yearbooks of the Commonwealth of Australia
,
1950 - 1965 (Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics).

-as-
Table 1. Annual migration - by nationalities - 19U9 - 196U. Source;
Ofiicial Yearbooks of the Commom/ealth of Australia , 1950 - 19^5
(Canberra: Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics). (Thousands).
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*• includes migrants frcm the Irish Free State as well as the United Kingdom
Table 2, The skills and ages of migrants arriving in Australia during the
year 1963. Source ; Official Yearbook of the Commonwealth of Australia




































Table 3. Expenditures on immic^ration since 19h7. Source ; Australia —
Governor Estimates of Receipts and Expenditures , 19U7 - 1965~'(Canberra:
Com,T.onwealth Government Printer), (Australian pounds )
.
Year Britain^ Northern^ Southem^^ Total Budget of the
^



































































(no breakdown of expenditures presently available)
( II n » II M II )





















^Includes United Kingdom and British subjects residing elsewhere,
(Cost of free and assisted passages.)
^Includes Austria, Belgium, Germany, Holland, Ireland, and Scandinavia,
(Cost of free and assisted passages.)
^Includes Greece, Italy, Malta, Spain, and Hungary (ref\igees), (Cost of
free and assisted passages.)
^Includes — aside from the cost of passages — medical, publicity,
and research expenses, as well as the cost of maintaining migration offices
abroad and depots, hostels, and council offices in Australia, The above
totals also include the cost of providing English language lessons for
migrants and payments in support of the ICEM, but do not include wages and
salaries paid to those government employees working for the Immigration
Department
.
®These funds were paid to the IRO for the passages of Displaced
Persons,
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Migration from Britain, etc. Source : Official Yearbook of the Cominonwealth
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Migration agreements with Greece, etc. Source ; Official Yearbook of the CoTmnon-
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